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DELTA (Dallwitz 1980; Dallwitz and Paine 1986; Partridge et al. 1988) is a multipurpose format for generating identification keys. It is not geared, as are many formats, to the requirements of one particular type of program (e.g., Dallwitz 1974; Rohlf et al. 1981; Swofford 1984). It was designed to be easy for people to use. On the other hand, a degree of complexity was necessary to avoid loss of significant information, and the complexity has increased over the years in response to requests from users. I wrote a program called CONFOR to translate the format into natural language and into formats used by various other programs. This makes the data accessible to programs that carry out key generation, phenetic and cladistic analysis, and interactive identification and information retrieval. CONFOR also helps with maintenance of the data, such as keeping the data tidy and changing the order of the characters.

The DELTA Coding System

The DELTA format is based on ordinary text files (sequential files of ASCII characters, with records of up to 120 characters). These files may be created and modified with any text editor or word processor (we will soon be writing a new system based on random-access files, with an integrated editor). The data are in free format; that is, they do not have to be positioned in fixed fields in the records. The examples below are taken from a small subset of one of Leslie Watson’s data sets (Watson and Dallwitz 1981; Watson et al. 1988). We distribute this subset with the programs.

#1. <Synonyms: i.e. ‘genera’ included in the current description>
#2. <Longevity of plants>/
   1. annual <or biennial, without remains of old sheaths or culms>/
   2. perennial <with remains of old sheaths and/or culms> <Figs 1, 2, 18>/
#3. <Mature> culms <maximum height: data unreliable for large genera>/
   cm high/
#4. Culms <whether woody or herbaceous>/
   1. woody and persistent/
   2. herbaceous <not woody, not persistent>/
#5. Culms <whether branched above>/
   1. branching <vegetatively> above <Fig. 2>/
   2. unbranched <vegetatively> above <Figs 1, 7>/
#6. <Culm> nodes <whether hairy or glabrous>/
   1. hairy <Figs 4, 33>/
   2. glabrous <Fig. 4>/
#7. Leaf blades <shape: data very incomplete>/
   1. linear/
   2. linear-lanceolate/
   3. lanceolate/
   4. ovate-lanceolate/

Figure 18.1. Part of a DELTA format character list.

Figure 18.1 shows a DELTA character list. Five types of character are available: text characters (e.g., I); multistate characters, which can be either ordered (e.g., 7) or unordered; and numeric characters, which can take either real (continuously variable) values (e.g., 3) or integer values. Comments enclosed in angle
Figure 18.2 shows a coded taxon description. The name of the taxon is at the top. A typical *attribute* consists of a character number, a comma, then a state number (e.g., attribute 6: 6,2). Text attributes are slightly different, consisting of a character number and text within angle brackets (e.g., attribute 1: 1<"Czernya...">).

# Phragmites <Adans>/
1<"Czernya" Presl, *Miphragtes* Nieuwland, *Oxyanthe* Steud., *Trichoon* Roth, *Xenochloa* Roem. & Schult.> 2,2 3,80–400(−1000) 4,1–2<often somewhat persistent> 5,1<especially when main culm damaged>/2 6,2 7,2–3 8,1 9,2 10,1 11,3 12,2 13,5 14,1<20–60 cm long, plumose, the fertile lemmas surrounded by long white silky hairs> 15,2 16,2 18,− 19,2 25,9–16 26,1 27,1<at least above the L1> 28,2 29,1 30,1 31,2 32,1 34,2 35,2<rounded on the back> 36,2 37,3 38,1 39,1 40,2 41,2–3 42,1 43,1<acute to acuminate or aristulate> 44,1/3<narrow-attenuate, muticous to aristulate> 45<if lemmas aristulate> 1<46,3 47,1 48,1 50,1–3 51,1 52,2 53,1 54,1 55,1/2 56,3<or two in the lower floret> 57,1 58,2 59,3 60,1 61,2 62,1 63,2 64,2 66,1 67,1 68,2 69,1 70,2 72,2 73,2 74,3 77,4 82,3 83,1&2&3&5&6

**Figure 18.2.** A description coded in DELTA format.

In more complex cases we can have several states separated by “/” (meaning or), and we can have comments associated with any of those character states (e.g., attribute 44). We can have ranges, denoted by “−” (e.g., 7), and we can have states separated by “&” (meaning and) (e.g., 83). The three separators /, −, and & can be combined within the same attribute. Ranges of values of numeric characters can include parentheses to indicate values outside the normal range (e.g., 3).

### Output Produced from DELTA Data

#### Natural-Language Descriptions

We can use CONFOR to translate a coded description into natural language, as shown in Figure 18.3. This was produced and typeset automatically from the data, without manual intervention. It corresponds to the data in Figure 18.2. Notice that parts of the description are in italics. These parts constitute a diagnostic description. The diagnostic characters were selected by the program INTKEY and then fed through to CONFOR, which was instructed to italicize the parts of the description corresponding to these characters.

*Phragmites* Adans.


**Habit, vegetative morphology.** Perennial. Culms 80–400(−1000) cm high; woody and persistent to herbaceous (often somewhat persistent); branching above (especially when main culm damaged), or unbranched above. Nodes glabrous. Leaf blades linear-lanceolate to lanceolate; broad. Adaxial ligule a fringe of hairs.

**Reproductive organization, inflorescence.** Plants bisexual, with bisexual spikelets. Inflorescence paniculate; open (20–60 cm long, plumose, the fertile lemmas surrounded by long white silky hairs); not comprising ‘partial inflorescences’ and foliar organs. Spikelet-bearing axes persistent Spikelets not in distinct long-and-short combinations.

**Female-fertile spikelets.** Spikelets 9–16 mm long; compressed laterally; disarticulating above the glumes (at least above the L1); disarticulating between the florets; with the rachilla prolonged apically. Glumes two; very unequal; decidedly shorter than the adjacent lemmas; awnless; not carinate (rounded on the back). Spikelets with incomplete florets. The incomplete florets both distal and proximal to the female-fertile florets. Proximal incomplete florets 1; male; awnless. Female-fertile florets (2–)3–10. Lemmas entire; pointed (acute to acuminate or aristulate); awnless, or awned (narrow-attenuate, muticous to aristulate). Awns (if lemmas aristulate) 1; apical; non-geniculate; much shorter than the body of the lemma. Lemmas 1–3 nerved. Palea present; conspicuous but
relatively short. Lodicules present; fleshy; ciliate, or glabrous. Stamens 3 (or two in the lower floret). Ovary glabrous. Stigmas 2; brown.

**Fruit.** Fruit small; smooth. Hilum short. Pericarp fused.

**Photosynthetic pathway, leaf blade anatomy.** C3. XyMS+. Mesophyll with arm cells; without fusoids. Midrib conspicuous; with a conventional arc of bundles; without colourless tissue adaxially. All the vascular bundles accompanied by sclerenchyma.

**Taxonomy.** Arundinoideae; Arundineae.

**Distribution.** 3 species. Holarctic Kingdom, Paleotropical Kingdom, Neotropical Kingdom, Australian Kingdom, and Antarctic Kingdom.

**Figure 18.3.** The description in Figure 18.2 translated into natural language.

### Identification Keys

In Figure 18.4 we have part of an identification key produced by first translating the data into an intermediate format, then passing them through our key generation program, KEY (Dallwitz 1974; Dallwitz and Paine 1986). Again, everything is completely automatic, including the typesetting. However, the user has a lot of control over the structure of the key, by changing parameter values.

1(0). Spikelets disarticulating above the glumes ................................................................. 2
   Spikelets falling with the glumes........................................................................................ 11
   Spikelets not disarticulating.............................................................................................. 13
2(1). Female-fertile florets 1.................................................................................................... 3
   Female-fertile florets 2 or more .......................................................................................... 8
3(2). Inflorescence of spike-like main branches; lodicules fleshy; C4......................................... 4
   Inflorescence paniculate; lodicules membranous; C3......................................................... 5
4(3). Glumes very unequal; lemmas awned; stigmas white; biochemical type PCK ...........*Chloris*
   Glumes more or less equal; lemmas awnless; stigmas red pigmented; biochemical type
   NAD-ME ......................................................................................................................... *Cynodon*
5(3). Ovary glabrous............................................................................................................. 6
   Ovary hairy ......................................................................................................................... 7
6(5). Spikelets with female-fertile florets only; stamens 3; hilum short; mesophyll without arm
   cells; midrib with one bundle only ..............................................................................*Agrostis*
   Spikelets with incomplete florets; stamens 5 to 6; hilum long-linear; mesophyll with arm
   cells; midrib with complex vascularization .................................................................*Oryza*

**Figure 18.4.** Part of a computer-generated key.

### Foreign Languages

The character list can be translated into other natural languages. This is done manually, but then all the products (descriptions, keys, and interactive identification) are available automatically in that other natural language (e.g., French [Watson et al. 1986], Greek [Watson et al. 1988], Spanish and Portuguese [Webster et al. 1989], and Chinese [Xu Zhu et al. 1992]). Figure 18.5 shows part of a key in Greek, and Figure 18.6 shows a description in Chinese.

The programs themselves (directives, error messages, and manuals) have recently been translated into Spanish (Valdecasas et al. 1990) and Chinese (Xu Zhu et al. 1992). Future versions of the programs will be much more convenient to maintain in different languages, because all text will be in files separate from the program files.
Typesetting

By default, CONFOR and KEY produce plain ASCII files, suitable for viewing on a computer screen or printing on an ordinary printer. However, they can be instructed to put typesetting marks in their output, which then may be processed by our typesetting program, TYPSET (Dallwitz and Zurcher 1988). The input data may also include typesetting marks (e.g., superscripts and subscripts, font changes). The programs normally pass these through to TYPSET, but they can be made to remove them, for example, to produce plain text for display on a screen (Dallwitz 1984). CONFOR and KEY were designed so that they would be easy to adapt to other typesetting or word-processing systems. A cruder way to convert to other typesetting systems would be to edit the typesetting marks in the intermediate files.

The Interactive Identification Program INTKEY

Introduction

Our interactive identification program, INTKEY, was developed from version 3 of Richard Pankhurst’s ONLINE program (Pankhurst and Aitchison 1975), which we got in 1982, modified, and eventually completely rewrote as INTKEY. We are currently completely rewriting it again, to add new features suggested by experience with the earlier versions. The new version was released in October 1991. Pankhurst has also continued to enhance ONLINE, which is now in version 6.
INTKEY provides tools for identification and information retrieval. It does not provide a fixed sequence of actions: it lets you choose what the actions are to be, and you are free to follow a quite complex path through it. It is a complex system, but users can easily be instructed in the use of simple sequences of operations.

INTKEY has complete online help, and “?” can be entered at any prompt to get some information about the required response. The new version will be completely menu driven, although a command-line interface will still be there and will be preferred by experienced users.

*Best: display the best characters to separate the remaining taxa
*CHaracters: display names and numbers of characters
COMment: ignore text
DAta: read main data files
DEFine: define a keyword to represent a set of characters or taxa
*DELeete: delete a previously used character
*DEScrIbe: display the description of a taxon
DIAgnoSe: generate diagnostic descriptions of taxa
*DIFFerences: display the differences between taxa
DISplay: set screen display and prompts
EXAct: specify characters not subject to error
EXClude: exclude characters or taxa
FIles: menu for file input/output, display, and prompts
*FINish: exit from the program
FIX: retain the current character values when restarting
Help: display information about commands
INClude: include characters or taxa
INPut: read commands from a file
Keywords: display keywords
Log: send input and output to a file
MAtch: set criteria for matching of taxon descriptions
MEnu: return to main menu
OMit: omit inapplicable or unknown characters from descriptions
*OUtput: send output to a file
Parameters: menu for setting or displaying parameters
RELiabilities: set character reliabilities
REMark: copy text to the output file
*RESrart: restart an identification
SAve: generate files for input to other programs
*SEParate: display the best characters to separate a taxon from the rest
*SET: set autobest, *autotaxa, rbase, stopbest, *tolerance, varywt
SHow: display text on the screen
Similarities: display the similarities between taxa
STatus: display parameter values
SUBset: generate files containing subsets of the data
SUMmary: display a summary of the data
*TAXa: display names and numbers of taxa
*USE: use a character to describe the specimen

Figure 18.7. The INTKEY commands, with short descriptions. The asterisks mark features that were present in ONLINE version 3.

Database systems are now readily available off the shelf, and there is a growing tendency to think that it should be easy to use these for interactive identification. After all, is there anything more to it than finding which taxa have a certain value in a certain data field? We have spent many years enhancing Pankhurst’s ONLINE (which was already quite a powerful program), adding features that we thought to be essential in the light of experience with nontrivial data sets (several hundred characters or taxa). Figure 18.7 is a current list of the program commands, taken from the menus. The asterisks mark features...
that were present in ONLINE version 3, though all of these have been enhanced (with the possible exception of the FINISH command). Figure 18.8 is the Help for one of the commands, as a detailed illustration of the type of facility that is needed for a practical system.

MATCH options

where options is one or more of the letters
- I – inapplicables
- U – unknowns
- S – subset
- O – overlap
- E – exact

This command specifies which character values are to be regarded as equal – i.e. ‘match’ – in the commands USE, DIFFERENCES, SIMILARITIES, or TAXA. MATCH I and MATCH U specify respectively that ‘inapplicable’ and ‘unknown’ match any value. MATCH S specifies that two sets of values match if one set (usually the values of the specimen) is a subset of the other. (E.g. 1/2 matches 1/2/4 but not 2/3; 2–5 matches 1–6 but not 4–10). MATCH O specifies that two sets of values match if they overlap, i.e. if they have any values in common (e.g. 1/2 matches 2/3; 2–5 matches 4–10). (S and O cannot be used together.) MATCH E or MATCH without parameters specifies that two sets of values match only if they are identical.

The default setting is MATCH O U I, which is usually the most appropriate for identification. For information retrieval, the most appropriate setting is usually MATCH O.

Figure 18.8. The Help text for the INTKEY command match.

Examples

Watson et al. (1989) and Dallwitz (1989a,b) give extensive examples of the use of the program. However, I may be able to give you some idea of the flexibility of the program by describing some of the possible courses of action once a tentative identification is made, that is, once the program has indicated that only one taxon matches the specimen description that you have entered. Actually, any of the commands below might be useful at any stage of the identification, and we feel strongly that programs should allow this kind of flexibility, rather than leading the user along predetermined pathways. This certainly means that some effort is required to learn to make the best use of the program, but this should be acceptable to professional users wanting to achieve professional results. (By “professional,” I mean not just taxonomists, but everyone who needs identification or information retrieval as part of their job.)

DESCRIBE SPECIMEN
Recapitulate the specimen description that you have entered, so that you can check it.

DESCRIBE REMAINING
Display the full description of the “remaining” taxon. REMAINING is an example of an automatically defined “taxon keyword” representing a set of taxa. At this stage of the identification, it represents a single taxon, but at earlier stages it would represent several.

DESCRIBE REMAINING HABIT DISTRIBUTION ECOLOGY
Display the description of the remaining taxon in terms of its habit, distribution, and ecology. These are examples of user-defined “character keywords” representing sets of characters. They would generally have been defined by the person who prepared the data.

DIAGNOSE REMAINING
Generate and display a diagnostic description of the remaining taxon, in terms of characters not used in the identification. This description will distinguish the remaining taxon in at least one respect from all the other taxa, and so provides an independent check.

DIFFERENCES (SP 6)
Display the differences between the specimen description and taxon 6. (Maybe you thought your specimen was taxon 6. What is the evidence that it is not?)

MATCH EXACT
DIFFERENCES (SP REM)
Set exact matching (see Fig. 18.8) and display the differences between the specimen description and the remaining taxon. If the match setting were left as it was during the identification (normally Overlap, Unknown, Inapplicable), no differences would be shown, because the remaining taxon is, by definition, the one that matches the specimen. Setting match exact allows the difference command to pinpoint characters where the specimen and the remaining taxon differ because of variability or because the character is unknown or inapplicable for the remaining taxon.

SET TOLERANCE 1
Set the “tolerance” parameter to 1. This brings back as “remaining” taxa all those that differ in not more than one respect from the specimen description. You can then continue with the identification as before. This is particularly useful if you suspect or know that there has been an error; for example, if the number of taxa remaining is 0, or if the description of the remaining taxon does not fit the specimen.

ILLUSTRATE TAXA REM
Display illustrations of the remaining taxon. This is not available in the current version (1990), but is implemented in the new one (1991).

Conclusion
We are aiming to produce practical tools, not just to develop methods: we want to put the methods in the hands of a wide variety of users. We support the programs, and they evolve through feedback from the users. We aim to avoid manual manipulation of data wherever possible, so we provide pathways from one program to another. We want the programs and the data to have depth and flexibility, without ad hoc restrictions built in, so that people can use them in ways we did not anticipate. We want the programs to be able to benefit both the compiler of the data and end user. Perhaps these aims are rather ambitious, but I think we are succeeding to some extent.
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